Block coordinate descent (BCD) methods are widely-used for large-scale numerical optimization because of their cheap iteration costs, low memory requirements, amenability to parallelization, and ability to exploit problem structure. Three main algorithmic choices influence the performance of BCD methods: the block partitioning strategy, the block selection rule, and the block update rule. In this paper we explore all three of these building blocks and propose variations for each that can lead to significantly faster BCD methods. We (i) propose new greedy block-selection strategies that guarantee more progress per iteration than the Gauss-Southwell rule; (ii) explore practical issues like how to implement the new rules when using "variable" blocks; (iii) explore the use of message-passing to compute matrix or Newton updates efficiently on huge blocks for problems with a sparse dependency between variables; and (iv) consider optimal active manifold identification, which leads to bounds on the "active-set complexity" of BCD methods and leads to superlinear convergence for certain problems with sparse solutions (and in some cases finite termination at an optimal solution). We support all of our findings with numerical results for the classic machine learning problems of least squares, logistic regression, multi-class logistic regression, label propagation, and L1-regularization.
Introduction
Block coordinate descent (BCD) methods have become one of our key tools for solving some of the most important large-scale optimization problems. This is due to their typical ease of implementation, low memory requirements, cheap iteration costs, adaptability to distributed settings, ability to use problem structure, and numerical performance. Notably, they have been used for almost two decades in the context of L1-regularized least squares (LASSO) [27, 81] and support vector machines (SVMs) [11, 39] . Indeed, randomized BCD methods have recently been used to solve instances of these widely-used models with a billion variables [76] , while for "kernelized" SVMs greedy BCD methods remain among the state of the art methods [97] . Due to the wide use of these models, any improvements on the convergence of BCD methods will affect a myriad of applications.
While there are a variety of ways to implement a BCD method, the three main building blocks that affect its performance are:
1. Blocking strategy. We need to define a set of possible "blocks" of problem variables that we might choose to update at a particular iteration. Two common strategies are to form a partition of the coordinates into disjoint sets (we call this fixed blocks) or to consider any possible subset of coordinates as a "block" (we call this variable blocks). Typical choices include using a set of fixed blocks related to the problem structure, or using variable blocks by randomly sampling a fixed number of coordinates.
4. In Section 6 we show that greedy BCD methods have a finite-time manifold identification property for problems with separable non-smooth structures like bound constraints or L1-regularization. Our analysis notably leads to bounds on the number of iterations required to reach the optimal manifold ("active-set complexity"). Further, when using greedy rules with variable blocks this leads to superlinear convergence for problems with sufficiently-sparse solutions (when we use updates incorporating second-order information). In the special case of LASSO and SVM problems, we further show that optimal updates are possible. This leads to finite convergence for SVM and LASSO problems with sufficiently-sparse solutions when using greedy selection and sufficiently-large variable blocks.
We note that many related ideas have been explored by others in the context of BCD methods and we will go into detail about these related works in subsequent sections. In Section 7 we use a variety of problems arising in machine learning to evaluate the effects of these choices on BCD implementations. These experiments indicate that in some cases the performance improvement obtained by using these enhanced methods can be dramatic.
Block Coordinate Descent Algorithms
We first consider the problem of minimizing a differentiable multivariate function, arg min
At iteration k of a BCD algorithm, we first select a block b k ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} and then update the subvector x b k ∈ IR |b k | corresponding to these variables,
Coordinates of x k+1 that are not included in b k are simply kept at their previous value. The vector d k ∈ IR |b k | is typically selected to provide descent in the direction of the reduced dimensional subproblem,
where we construct U b k ∈ {0, 1} n×|b k | from the columns of the identity matrix corresponding to the coordinates in b k . Using this notation, we have
which allows us to write the BCD update of all n variables in the form
There are many possible ways to define the block b k as well as the direction d k . Typically we have a maximum block size τ , which is chosen to be the largest number of variables that we can efficiently update at once. Given τ that divides evenly into n, consider a simple ordered fixed partition of the coordinates into a set B of n/τ blocks, B = {{1, 2, . . . , τ }, {τ + 1, τ + 2, . . . , 2τ }, . . . , {(n − τ ) + 1, (n − τ ) + 2, . . . , n}}.
To select the block in B to update at each iteration we could simply repeatedly cycle through this set in order. A simple choice of d k is the negative gradient corresponding to the coordinates in b k , multiplied by a scalar step-size α k that is sufficiently small to ensure that we decrease the objective function. This leads to a gradient update of the form
where ∇ b k f (x k ) are the elements of the gradient ∇f (x k ) corresponding to the coordinates in b k . While this gradient update and cyclic selection among an ordered fixed partition is simple, we can often drastically improve the performance using more clever choices. We highlight some common alternative choices in the next three subsections.
Block Selection Rules
Repeatedly going through a fixed partition of the coordinates is known as cyclic selection [4] , and this is referred to as Gauss-Seidel when solving linear systems [62] . The performance of cyclic selection may suffer if the order the blocks are cycled through is chosen poorly, but it has been shown that random permutations can fix a worst case for cyclic CD [43] . A variation on cyclic selection is "essentially" cyclic selection where each block must be selected at least every m iterations for some fixed m that is larger than the number of blocks [4] . Alternately, several authors have explored the advantages of randomized block selection [56, 76] . The simplest randomized selection rule is to select one of the blocks uniformly at random. However, several recent works show dramatic performance improvements over this naive random sampling by incorporating knowledge of the Lipschitz continuity properties of the gradients of the blocks [56, 77, 71] or more recently by trying to estimate the optimal sampling distribution online [54] .
An alternative to cyclic and random block selection is greedy selection. Greedy methods solve an optimization problem to select the "best" block at each iteration. A classic example of greedy selection is the block Gauss-Southwell (GS) rule, which chooses the block whose gradient has the largest Euclidean norm,
where we use B as the set of possible blocks. This rule tends to make more progress per iteration in theory and practice than randomized selection [20, 61] . Unfortunately, for many problems it is more expensive than cyclic or randomized selection. However, several recent works show that certain problem structures allow efficient calculation of GS-style rules [52, 61, 25, 46] , allow efficient approximation of GS-style rules [20, 90, 87] , or allow other rules that try to improve on the progress made at each iteration [30, 13] . The ideal selection rule is the maximum improvement (MI) rule, which chooses the block that decreases the function value by the largest amount. Notable recent applications of this rule include leading eigenvector computation [47] , polynomial optimization [12] , and fitting Gaussian processes [7] . While recent works explore computing or approximating the MI rule for quadratic functions [7, 90] , in general the MI rule is much more expensive than the GS rule.
Fixed vs. Variable Blocks
While the choice of the block to update has a significant effect on performance, how we define the set of possible blocks also has a major impact. Although other variations are possible, we highlight below the two most common blocking strategies:
1. Fixed blocks. This method uses a partition of the coordinates into disjoint blocks, as in our simple example above. This partition is typically chosen prior to the first iteration of the BCD algorithm, and this set of blocks is then held fixed for all iterations of the algorithm. We often use blocks of roughly equal size, so if we use blocks of size τ this method might partition the n coordinates into n/τ blocks. Generic ways to partition the coordinates include "in order" as we did above [4] , or using a random partition [56] . Alternatively, the partition may exploit some inherent substructure of the objective function such as block separability [51] , the ability to efficiently solve the corresponding sub-problem (2) with respect to the blocks [81] , or based on the Lipschitz constants of the resulting blocks [90, 14] .
2. Variable blocks. Instead of restricting our blocks to a pre-defined partition of the coordinates, we could instead consider choosing any of the 2 n − 1 possible sets of coordinates as our block. In the randomized setting, this is referred to as "arbitrary" sampling [77, 71] . We say that such strategies use variable blocks because we are not choosing from a partition of the coordinates that is fixed across the iterations. Due to computational considerations, when using variable blocks we typically want to impose a restriction on the size of the blocks. For example, we could construct a block of size τ by randomly sampling τ coordinates without replacement, which is known as τ -nice sampling [71, 75] . Alternately, we could include each coordinate in the block b k with some probability like τ /n (so the block size may change across iterations but we control its expected size). A version of the greedy Gauss-Southwell rule (4) with variable blocks would select the τ coordinates corresponding to the elements of the gradient with largest magnitudes [92] . This can be viewed as a greedy variant of τ -nice sampling. While we can find these τ coordinates easily, computing the MI rule with variable blocks is much more difficult. Indeed, while methods exist to compute the MI rule for quadratics with fixed blocks [90] , with variable blocks it is NP-hard to compute the MI rule and existing works resort to approximations [7] .
Block Update Rules
The selection of the update vector d k can significantly affect performance of the BCD method. For example, in the gradient update (3) the method can be sensitive to the choice of the step-size α k . Classic ways to set α k include using a fixed step-size (with each block possibly having its own fixed step-size), using an approximate line-search, or using the optimal step-size (which has a closed-form solution for quadratic objectives) [4] .
The most common alternative to the gradient update above is a Newton update,
where we might replace the instantaneous Hessian ∇
by a positive-definite approximation to it. In this context the step-size α k is again a step-size that can be chosen using similar strategies to those mentioned above. Several recent works analyze such updates and show that they can substantially improve the convergence rate [89, 73, 26] . For special problem classes, another possible type of update is what we will call the optimal update. This update chooses d k to solve (2) . In other words, it updates the block b k to maximally decrease the objective function.
Problems of Interest
BCD methods tend to be good choices for problems where we can update all variables for roughly the same cost as computing the gradient. Two common classes of objective functions where single-coordinate descent methods tend to be suitable are thus
where f is smooth and cheap, the f ij are smooth, G = {V, E} is a graph, and A is a matrix [61] . Examples of problems leading to functions of the form h 1 include least squares, logistic regression, LASSO, and SVMs.
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The most important example of problem h 2 is quadratic functions, which are crucial to many aspects of scientific computing.
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Problems h 1 and h 2 are also suitable for BCD methods, as they tend to admit efficient block update strategies. In general, if single-coordinate descent is efficient for a problem, then BCD methods are also efficient for that problem and this applies whether we use fixed blocks or variable blocks. Other scenarios where coordinate descent and BCD methods have proven useful include matrix and tensor factorization methods [98, 96] , problems involving log-determinants [82, 36] , and problems involving convex extensions of sub-modular functions [37, 22] .
An important point to note is that there are special problem classes where BCD with fixed blocks is reasonable even though using variable blocks (or single-coordinate updates) would not be suitable. For example, consider a variant of problem h 1 where we use group L1-regularization [1] ,
where B is a partition of the coordinates. We cannot apply single-coordinate updates to this problem due to the non-smooth norms, but we can take advantage of the group-separable structure in the sum of norms and apply BCD using the blocks in B [51, 70] . Sardy et al. [81] in their early work on solving LASSO problems consider problem h 1 where the columns of A are the union of a set of orthogonal matrices. By choosing the fixed blocks to correspond to the orthogonal matrices, it is very efficient to apply BCD. In appendix A, we outline how fixed blocks lead to an efficient greedy BCD method for the widely-used multi-class logistic regression problem when the data has a certain sparsity level.
Improved Greedy Rules
Previous works have identified that the greedy GS rule can lead to suboptimal progress, and have proposed rules that are closer to the MI rule for the special case of quadratic functions [7, 90] . However, for nonquadratic functions it is not obvious how we should approximate the MI rule. As an intermediate between the GS rule and the MI rule for general functions, a new rule known as the Gauss-Southwell-Lipschitz (GSL) rule has recently been introduced [61] . The GSL rule was proposed in the case of single-coordinate updates, and is a variant of the GS rule that incorporates Lipschitz information to guarantee more progress per iteration. The GSL rule is equivalent to the MI rule in the special case of quadratic functions, so either rule can be used in that setting. However, the MI rule involves optimizing over a subspace which will typically be expensive for non-quadratic functions. After reviewing the classic block GS rule, in this section we consider several possible block extensions of the GSL rule that give a better approximation to the MI rule without requiring subspace optimization.
Block Gauss-Southwell
When analyzing BCD methods we typically assume that the gradient of each block b is L b -Lipschitz continuous, meaning that for all x ∈ IR n and d ∈ IR
for some constant L b > 0. This is a standard assumption, and in appendix B we give bounds on L b for the common data-fitting models of least squares and logistic regression. If we apply the descent lemma [4] to the reduced sub-problem (2) associated with some block b k selected at iteration k, then we obtain the following upper bound on the function value progress,
The right side is minimized in terms of d k under the choice
which is simply a gradient update with a step-size of α k = 1/L b k . Substituting this into our upper bound, we obtain
A reasonable way to choose a block b k at each iteration is by minimizing the upper bound in (10) with respect to b k . For example, if we assume that L b is the same for all blocks b then we derive the GS rule (4) of choosing the b k that maximizes the gradient norm.
We can use the bound (10) to compare the progress made by different selection rules. For example, this bound indicates that the GS rule can make more progress with variable blocks than with fixed blocks (under the usual setting where the fixed blocks are a subset of the possible variable blocks). In particular, consider the case where we have partitioned the coordinates into blocks of size τ and we are comparing this to using variable blocks of size τ . The case where there is no advantage for variable blocks is when the indices corresponding to the τ -largest |∇ i f (x k )| values are in one of the fixed partitions; in this (unlikely) case the GS rule with fixed blocks and variable blocks will choose the same variables to update. The case where we see the largest advantage of using variable blocks is when each of the indices corresponding to the τ -largest |∇ i f (x k )| values are in different blocks of the fixed partition; in this case the last term in (10) can be improved by a factor as large as τ 2 when using variable blocks instead of fixed blocks. Thus, with larger blocks there is more of an advantage to using variable blocks over fixed blocks.
Block Gauss-Southwell-Lipschitz
The GS rule is not the optimal block selection rule in terms of the bound (10) if we know the block-Lipschitz constants L b . Instead of choosing the block with largest norm, consider minimizing (10) in terms of b k ,
We call this the block Gauss-Southwell-Lipschitz (GSL) rule. If all L b are the same, then the GSL rule is equivalent to the classic GS rule. But in the typical case where the L b differ, the GSL rule guarantees more progress than the GS rule since it incorporates the gradient information as well as the Lipschitz constants L b . For example, it reflects that if the gradients of two blocks are similar but their Lipschitz constants are very different, then we can guarantee more progress by updating the block with the smaller Lipschitz constant. In the extreme case, for both fixed and variable blocks the GSL rule improves the bound (10) over the GS rule by a factor as large as (
The block GSL rule in (11) is a simple generalization of the single-coordinate GSL rule to blocks of any size. However, it loses a key feature of the single-coordinate GSL rule: the block GSL rule is not equivalent to the MI rule for quadratic functions. Unlike the single-coordinate case, where ∇ 2 ii f (x k ) = L i so that (8) holds with equality, for the block case we only have (8) may underestimate the progress that is possible in certain directions. In the next section we give a second generalization of the GSL rule that is equivalent to the MI rule for quadratics.
Block Gauss-Southwell-Quadratic
For single-coordinate updates, the bound in (10) is the tightest quadratic bound on progress we can expect given only the assumption of block Lipschitz-continuity (it holds with equality for quadratic functions). However, for block updates of more than one variable we can obtain a tighter quadratic bound using general quadratic norms of the form · H = H·, · for some positive-definite matrix H. In particular, assume that each block has a Lipschitz-continuous gradient with L b = 1 for a particular positive-definite matrix
for all x ∈ IR n and d ∈ IR |b| . Due to the equivalence between norms, this merely changes how we measure the continuity of the gradient and is not imposing any new assumptions. Indeed, the block Lipschitz-continuity assumption in (7) is just a special case of the above with H b = L b I, where I is the |b| × |b| identity matrix. Although this characterization of Lipschitz continuity appears more complex, for some functions it is actually computationally cheaper to construct matrices H b than to find valid bounds L b . We show this in appendix B for the cases of least squares and logistic regression.
Under this alternative characterization of the Lipschitz assumption, at each iteration k we have
The left-hand side of (12) is minimized when
which we will call the matrix update of a block. Although this is equivalent to Newton's method for quadratic functions, we use the name "matrix update" rather than "Newton's method" here to distinguish two types of updates: Newton's method is based on the instantaneous Hessian ∇ 2 bb f (x k ), while the matrix update is based on a matrix H b that upper bounds the Hessian for all x. 3 We will discuss Newton updates in subsequent sections, but substituting the matrix update into the upper bound yields
Consider a simple quadratic function f (x) = x T Ax for a positive-definite matrix A. In this case we can take H b to be the sub-matrix A bb while in our previous bound we would require L b to be the maximum eigenvalue of this sub-matrix. Thus, in the worst case (where
is in the span of the principal eigenvectors of A bb ) the new bound is at least as good as (10) . But if the eigenvalues of A bb are spread out then this bound shows that the matrix update will typically guarantee substantially more progress; in this case the quadratic bound (14) can improve on the bound in (10) by a factor as large as the condition number of A bb when updating block b. The update (13) was analyzed for BCD methods in several recent works [73, 89] , which considered random selection of the blocks. They show that this update provably reduces the number of iterations required, and in some cases dramatically. For the special case of quadratic functions where (14) holds with equality, greedy rules based on minimizing this bound have been explored for both fixed [90] and variable [7] blocks.
Rather than focusing on the special case of quadratic functions, we want to define a better greedy rule than (11) for functions with Lipschitz-continuous gradients. By optimizing (14) in terms of b k we obtain a second generalization of the GSL rule,
which we call the block Gauss-Southwell quadratic (GSQ) rule. 4 Since (14) holds with equality for quadratics this new rule is equivalent to the MI rule in that case. But this rule also applies to non-quadratic functions where it guarantees a better bound on progress than the GS rule (and the GSL rule).
Block Gauss-Southwell-Diagonal
While the GSQ rule has appealing theoretical properties, for many problems it may be difficult to find full matrices H b and their storage may also be an issue. Previous related works [92, 73, 15] address this issue by restricting the matrices H b to be diagonal matrices D b . Under this choice we obtain a rule of the form
where we are using D b,i to refer to the diagonal element corresponding to coordinate i in block b. We call this the block Gauss-Southwell diagonal (GSD) rule. This bound arises if we consider a gradient update, where coordinate i has a constant step-size of D
−1
b,i when updated as part of block b. This rule gives an intermediate approach that can guarantee more progress per iteration than the GSL rule, but that may be easier to implement than the GSQ rule.
Convergence Rate under Polyak-Lojasiewicz
Our discussion above focuses on the progress we can guarantee at each iteration, assuming only that the function has a Lipschitz-continuous gradient. Under additional assumptions, it is possible to use these progress bounds to derive convergence rates on the overall BCD method. For example, we say that a function f satisfies the Polyak-Lojasiewicz (PL) inequality [69] if for all x we have for some µ > 0 that
where · * can be any norm and f * is the optimal function value. The function class satisfying this inequality includes all strongly-convex functions but also includes a variety of other important problems like least squares [40] . This inequality leads to a simple proof of the linear convergence of any algorithm which has a progress bound of the form
such as gradient descent or coordinate descent with the GS rule [40] .
Theorem 1. Assume f satisfies the PL-inequality (17) for some µ > 0 and norm · * . Any algorithm that satisfies a progress bound of the form (18) with respect to the same norm · * obtains the following linear convergence rate,
Proof. By subtracting f * from both sides of (18) and applying (17) directly, we obtain our result by recursion.
Thus, if we can describe the progress obtained using a particular block selection rule and block update rule in the form of (18), then we have a linear rate of convergence for BCD on this class of functions. It is straightforward to do this using an appropriately defined norm, as shown in the following corollary. Corollary 1. Assume ∇f is Lipschitz continuous (12) and that f satisfies the PL-inequality (17) in the norm defined by
for some µ > 0 and matrix H b ∈ IR |b|×|b| . Then the BCD method using either the GSQ, GSL, GSD or GS selection rule achieves a linear convergence rate of the form (19) .
Proof. Using the definition of the GSQ rule (15) in the progress bound resulting from the Lipschitz continuity of ∇f and the matrix update (14), we have
By Theorem 1 and the observation that the GSL, GSD and GS rules are all special cases of the GSQ rule corresponding to specific choices of H b , we have our result.
We refer the reader to the work of Csiba and Richtárik for tools that allow alternative analyses of BCD methods [15] .
Convergence Rate with General Functions
The PL inequality is satisfied for many problems of practical interest, and is even satisfied for some nonconvex functions. However, general non-convex functions do not satisfy the PL inequality and thus the analysis of the previous section does not apply. Without a condition like the PL inequality, it is difficult to show convergence to the optimal function value f * (since we should not expect a local optimization method to be able to find the global solution of functions that may be NP-hard to minimize). However, the bound (21) still implies a weaker type of convergence rate even for general non-convex problems. The following result is a generalization of a standard argument for the convergence rate of gradient descent [55] , and gives us an idea of how fast the BCD method is able to find a point resembling a stationary point even in the general non-convex setting.
Theorem 2. Assume ∇f is Lipschitz continuous (12) and that f is bounded below by some f * . Then the BCD method using either the GSQ, GSL, GSD or GS selection rule achieves the following convergence rate of the minimum gradient norm,
Proof. By rearranging (21), we have
Summing this inequality over iterations t = 0 up to (k − 1) yields
Using that all k elements in the sum are lower bounded by their minimum and that f (x k+1 ) ≥ f * , we get
Due to the potential non-convexity we cannot say anything about the gradient norm of the final iteration, but this shows that the minimum gradient norm converges to zero with an error at iteration k of O(1/k). This is a global sublinear result, but note that if the algorithm eventually arrives and stays in a region satisfying the PL inequality around a set of local optima, then the local convergence rate to this set of optima will increase to be linear.
Practical Issues
The previous section defines straightforward new rules that yield a simple analysis. In practice there are several issues that remain to be addressed. For example, it seems intractable to compute any of the new rules in the case of variable blocks. Furthermore, we may not know the Lipschitz constants for our problem. For fixed blocks we also need to consider how to partition the coordinates into blocks. Another issue is that the d k choices used above do not incorporate the local Hessian information. Although how we address these issues will depend on our particular application, in this section we discuss several issues associated with these practical considerations.
Tractable GSD for Variable Blocks
The problem with using any of the new selection rules above in the case of variable blocks is that they seem intractable to compute for any non-trivial block size. In particular, to compute the GSL rule using variable blocks requires the calculation of L b for each possible block, which seems intractable for any problem of reasonable size. Since the GSL rule is a special case of the GSD and GSQ rules, these rules also seem intractable in general. In this section we show how to restrict the GSD matrices so that this rule has the same complexity as the classic GS rule.
Consider a variant of the GSD rule where each D b,i can depend on i but does not depend on b, so we have D b,i = d i for some value d i ∈ IR + for all blocks b. This gives a rule of the form
Unlike the general GSD rule, this rule has essentially the same complexity as the classic GS rule since it simply involves finding the largest values of the ratio
, since in this case we recover the GSL rule if the blocks have a size of 1 (here we are using L i to refer to the coordinate-wise Lipschitz constant of coordinate i). Unfortunately, this does not lead to a bound of the form (18) as needed in Theorems 1 and 2 because coordinate-wise L i -Lipschitz continuity with respect to the Euclidean norm does not imply 1-Lipschitz continuity with respect to the norm · D when the block size is larger than 1. Subsequently, the steps under this choice may increase the objective function. A similar restriction on the D b matrices in (22) is used in the implementation of Tseng and Yun based on the Hessian diagonals [92] , but their approach similarly does not give an upper bound and thus they employ a line search in their block update.
It is possible to avoid needing a line search by setting D b,i = L i τ , where τ is the maximum block size in B. This still generalizes the single-coordinate GSL rule, and in appendix C we show that this leads to a bound of the form (18) for twice-differentiable convex functions (thus Theorems 1 and 2 hold). If all blocks have the same size then this approach selects the same block as using D b,i = L i , but the matching block update uses a much-smaller step-size that guarantees descent. We do not advocate using this smaller step, but note that the bound we derive also holds for alternate updates like taking a gradient update with α k = 1/L b k or using a matrix update based on H b k .
The choice of D b,i = L i τ leads to a fairly pessimistic bound, but it is not obvious even for simple problems how to choose an optimal set of D i values. Choosing these values is related to the problem of finding an expected separable over-approximation (ESO), which arises in the context of randomized coordinate descent methods [75] . Qu and Richtárik give an extensive discussion of how we might bound such quantities for certain problem structures [72] . In our experiments we also explored another simple choice that is inspired by the "simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique" (SIRT) from tomographic image reconstruction [31] . In this approach, we use a matrix upper bound M on the full Hessian ∇ 2 f (x) (for all x) and set
We found that this choice worked better when using gradient updates, although using the simpler L i τ is less expensive and was more effective when doing matrix updates. By using the relationship L b ≤ i∈b L i ≤ |b| max i∈b L i , two other ways we might consider defining a more-tractable rule could be
The rule on the left can be computed using dynamic programming while the rule on the right can be computed using an algorithm of Megiddo [50] . However, when using a step-size of 1/L b we found both rules performed similarly or worse to using the GSD rule with D i,b = L i (when paired with gradient or matrix updates). 
Tractable GSQ for Variable Blocks
In order to make the GSQ rule tractable with variable blocks, we could similarly require that the entries of H b depend solely on the coordinates i ∈ b, so that H b = M b,b where M is a fixed matrix (as above) and M b,b refers to the sub-matrix corresponding to the coordinates in b. Our restriction on the GSD rule in the previous section corresponds to the case where M is diagonal. In the full-matrix case, the block selected according to this rule is given by the coordinates corresponding to the non-zero variables of an L0-constrained quadratic minimization, arg min
where · 0 is the number of non-zeroes. This selection rule is discussed in Tseng and Yun [92] , but in their implementation they use a diagonal M . Although this problem is NP-hard with a non-diagonal M , there is a recent wealth of literature on algorithms for finding approximate solutions. For example, one of the simplest local optimization methods for this problem is the iterative hard-thresholding (IHT) method [6] . Another popular method for approximately solving this problem is the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) method from signal processing which is also known as forward selection in statistics [66, 35] . Computing d via (24) is also equivalent to computing the MI rule for a quadratic function, and thus we could alternately use the approximation of Bo and Sminchisescu [7] for this problem.
Although it appears quite general, note that the exact GSQ rule under this restriction on H b does not guarantee as much progress as the more-general GSQ rule (if computed exactly) that we proposed in the previous section. For some problems we can obtain tighter matrix bounds over blocks of variables than are obtained by taking the sub-matrix of a fixed matrix-bound over all variables. We show this for the case of multi-class logistic regression in appendix B. As a consequence of this result we conclude that there does not appear to be a reason to use this restriction in the case of fixed blocks.
Although using the GSQ rule with variable blocks forces us to use an approximation, these approximations might still select a block that makes more progress than methods based on diagonal approximations (which ignore the strengths of dependencies between variables). It is possible that approximating the GSQ rule does not necessarily lead to a bound of the form (18) as there may be no fixed norm for which this inequality holds. However, in this case we can initialize the algorithm with an update rule that does achieve such a bound in order to guarantee that Theorems 1 and 2 hold, since this initialization ensures that we do at least as well as this reference block selection rule.
The main disadvantage of this approach for large-scale problems is the need to deal with the full matrix M (which does not arise when using a diagonal approximation or using fixed blocks). In large-scale settings we would need to consider matrices M with special structures like the sum of a diagonal matrix with a sparse and/or a low-rank matrix.
Lipschitz Estimates for Fixed Blocks
Using the GSD rule with the choice of D i,b = L i may also be useful in the case of fixed blocks. In particular, if it is easier to compute the single-coordinate L i values than the block L b values then we might prefer to use the GSD rule with this choice. On the other hand, an appealing alternative in the case of fixed blocks is to use an estimate of L b for each block as in Nesterov's work [56] . In particular, for each L b we could start with some small estimate (like L b = 1) and then double it whenever the inequality (10) is not satisfied (since this indicates L b is too small). Given some b, the bound obtained under this strategy is at most a factor of 2 slower than using the optimal values of L b . Further, if our estimate of L b is much smaller than the global value, then this strategy can actually guarantee much more progress than using the "correct" L b value.
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In the case of matrix updates, we can use (14) to verify that an H b matrix is valid [26] . Recall that (14) is derived by plugging the update (13) into the Lipschitz progress bound (12) . Unfortunately, it is not obvious how to update a matrix H b if we find that it is not a valid upper bound. One simple possibility is to multiply the elements of our estimate H b by 2. This is equivalent to using a matrix update but with a scalar step-size
similar to the step-size in the Newton update (5).
Efficient Line-Searches
The Lipschitz approximation procedures of the previous section do not seem practical when using variable blocks, since there are an exponential number of possible blocks. To use variable blocks for problems where we do not know L b or H b , a reasonable approach is to use a line-search. For example, we can choose α k in (25) using a standard line-search like those that use the Armijo condition or Wolfe conditions [59] . When using large block sizes with gradient updates, line-searches based on the Wolfe conditions are likely to make more progress than using the true L b values (since for large block sizes the line-search would tend to choose values of α k that are much larger
Further, the problem structures that lend themselves to efficient coordinate descent algorithms tend to lend themselves to efficient line-search algorithms. For example, if our objective has the form f (Ax) then a line-search would try to minimize the f (Ax
Notice that the algorithm would already have access to Ax k and that we can efficiently compute AU b k d k since it only depends on the columns of A that are in b k . Thus, after (efficiently) computing AU b k d k once the line-search simply involves trying to minimize f (v 1 + α k v 2 ) in terms of α k (for particular vectors v 1 and v 2 ). The cost of this approximate minimization will typically not add a large cost to the overall algorithm.
Block Partitioning with Fixed Blocks
Several prior works note that for fixed blocks the partitioning of coordinates into blocks can play a significant role in the performance of BCD methods. Thoppe et al. [90] suggest trying to find a block-diagonally dominant partition of the coordinates, and experimented with a heuristic for quadratic functions where the coordinates corresponding to the rows with the largest values were placed in the same block. In the context of parallel BCD, Scherrer et al. [83] consider a feature clustering approach in the context of problem h 1 that tries to minimize the spectral norm between columns of A from different blocks. Csiba & Richtárik [14] discuss strategies for partitioning the coordinates when using randomized selection.
Based on the discussion in the previous sections, for greedy BCD methods it is clear that we guarantee the most progress if we can make the mixed norm ∇f (x k ) B as large as possible across iterations (assuming that the H b give a valid bound). This supports strategies where we try to minimize the maximum Lipschitz constant across iterations. One way to do this is to try to ensure that the average Lipschitz constant across the blocks is small. For example, we could place the largest L i value with the smallest L i value, the secondlargest L i value with the second-smallest L i value, and so on. While intuitive, this may be sub-optimal; it ignores that if we cleverly partition the coordinates we may force the algorithm to often choose blocks with very-small Lipschitz constants (which lead to much more progress in decreasing the objective function). In our experiments, similar to the method of Thoppe et. al. for quadratics, we explore the simple strategy of sorting the L i values and partitioning this list into equal-sized blocks. Although in the worst case this leads to iterations that are not very productive since they update all of the largest L i values, it also guarantees some very productive iterations that update none of the largest L i values and leads to better overall performance in our experiments.
Newton Updates
Choosing the vector d k that we use to update the block x b k would seem to be straightforward since in the previous section we derived the block selection rules in the context of specific block updates; the GSL rule is derived assuming a gradient update (9) , the GSQ rule is derived assuming a matrix update (13) , and so on. However, using the update d k that leads to the selection rule can be highly sub-optimal. For example, we might make substantially more progress using the matrix update (13) even if we choose the block b k based on the GSL rule. Indeed, given b k the matrix update makes the optimal amount of progress for quadratic functions, so in this case we should prefer the matrix update for all selection rules (including random and cyclic rules).
However, the matrix update in (13) can itself be highly sub-optimal for non-quadratic functions as it employs an upper-bound
that must hold for all parameters x. For twicedifferentiable non-quadratic functions, we could potentially make more progress by using classic Newton updates where we use the instantaneous Hessian ∇
with respect to the block. Indeed, considering the extreme case where we have one block containing all the coordinates, Newton updates can lead to superlinear convergence [19] while matrix updates destroy this property. That being said, we should not expect superlinear convergence of BCD methods with Newton or even optimal updates 8 . Nevertheless, in Section 6 we show that for certain common problem structures it's possible to achieve superlinear convergence with Newton-style updates.
Fountoulakis & Tappenden recently highlight this difference between using matrix updates and using Newton updates [26] , and propose a BCD method based on Newton updates. To guarantee progress when far from the solution classic Newton updates require safeguards like a line-search or trust-region [92, 26] , but as we've discussed in this section line-searches tend not to add a significant cost to BCD methods. Thus, if we want to maximize the progress we make at each iteration we recommend to use one of the greedy rules to select the block to update, but then update the block using the Newton direction and a line-search. In our implementation, we used a backtracking line-search starting with α k = 1 and backtracking for the first time using quadratic Hermite polynomial interpolation and using cubic Hermite polynomial interpolation if we backtracked more than once (which rarely happened since α k = 1 or the first backtrack were typically accepted) [59] . 9 5 Message-Passing for Huge-Block Updates Qu et al. [73] discuss how in some settings increasing the block size with matrix updates does not necessarily lead to a performance gain due to the higher iteration cost. In the case of Newton updates the additional cost of computing the sub-Hessian ∇ 2 bb f (x k ) may also be non-trivial. Thus, whether matrix and Newton updates will be beneficial over gradient updates will depend on the particular problem and the chosen block size. However, in this section we argue that in some cases matrix updates and Newton updates can be computed efficiently using huge blocks. In particular, we focus on the case where the dependencies between variables are sparse, and we will choose the structure of the blocks in order to guarantee that the matrix/Newton update can be computed efficiently.
The cost of using Newton updates with the BCD method depends on two factors: (i) the cost of calculating the sub-Hessian ∇
and (ii) the cost of solving the corresponding linear system. The cost of computing the sub-Hessian depends on the particular objective function we are minimizing. But, for the problems where coordinate descent is efficient (see Section 2.4), it is typically substantially cheaper to compute the sub-Hessian for a block than to compute the full Hessian. Indeed, for many cases where we apply BCD, computing the sub-Hessian for a block is cheap due to the sparsity of the Hessian. For example, in the graph-structured problems h 2 the edges in the graph correspond to the non-zeroes in the Hessian.
Although this sparsity and reduced problem size would seem to make BCD methods with exact Newton updates ideal, in the worst case the iteration cost would still be O(|b k | 3 ) using standard matrix factorization methods. A similar cost is needed using the matrix updates with fixed Hessian upper-bounds H b and for performing an optimal update in the special case of quadratic functions. In some settings we can reduce this to O(|b k | 2 ) by storing matrix factorizations, but this cost is still prohibitive if we want to use large blocks (we can use |b k | in the thousands but not the millions).
An alternative to computing the exact Newton update is to use an approximation to the Newton update that has a runtime dominated by the sparsity level of the sub-Hessian. For example, we could use conjugate gradient methods or use randomized Hessian approximations [18, 67] . However, these approximations require setting an approximation accuracy and may be inaccurate if the sub-Hessian is not well-conditioned. In this section we consider an alternative approach: choosing blocks with a sparsity pattern that guarantees we can solve the resulting linear systems involving the sub-Hessian (or its approximation) in O(|b k |) using a "message-passing" algorithm. If the sparsity pattern is favourable, this allows us to update huge blocks at each iteration using exact matrix updates or Newton updates (which are the optimal updates for quadratic problems).
To illustrate the message-passing algorithm, we first consider the basic quadratic minimization problem arg min
where we assume the matrix A ∈ IR n×n is positive-definite and sparse. By excluding terms not depending on the coordinates in the block, the optimal update for block b is given by the solution to the linear system
where A bb ∈ IR |b|×|b| is the submatrix of A corresponding to block b, andc = c b − A bb xb is a vector with b defined as the complement of b and A bb ∈ IR |b|×|b| is the submatrix of A with rows from b and columns fromb. We note that in practice efficient BCD methods already need to track Ax so computingc is efficient. Although we focus on solving (26) for simplicity, the message-passing solution we discuss here will also apply to matrix updates (which leads to a linear system involving H b ) and Newton updates (which leads to a linear system involving the sub-Hessian).
Consider a pairwise undirected graph G = (V, E), where the vertices V are the coordinates of our problem and the edges E are the non-zero off-diagonal elements of A. Thus, if A is diagonal then G has no edges, if A is dense then there are edges between all nodes (G is fully-connected), if A is tridiagonal then edges connect adjacent nodes (G is a chain-structured graph where (1) − (2) − (3) − (4) − . . . ), and so on.
For BCD methods, unless we have a block size |b| = n, we only work with a subset of nodes b at each iteration. The graph obtained from the sub-matrix A bb is called the induced subgraph G b . Specifically, the nodes V b ∈ G b are the coordinates in the set b, while the edges E b ∈ G b are all edges (i, j) ∈ E where i, j ∈ V b (edges between nodes in b). We are interested in the special case where the induced sub-graph G b forms a forest, meaning that it has no cycles. 10 In the special case of forest-structured induced subgraphs, we can compute the optimal update (26) in linear time using message passing [85] instead of the cubic worst-case time required by typical matrix factorization implementations. Indeed, in this case the message passing algorithm is equivalent to Gaussian elimination [5, Prop. 3.4 .1] where the amount of "fill-in" is guaranteed to be linear. This idea of exploiting tree structures within Gaussian elimination dates back over 50 years [65] , and similar ideas have recently been explored by Srinivasan and Todorov [86] for Newton methods. Their graphical Newton algorithm can solve the Newton system in O(t 3 ) times the size of G, where t is the "treewidth" of the graph (t = 1 for forests). However, the tree-width of G is usually large while it is more reasonable to assume that we can find low-treewidth induced subgraphs G b .
To illustrate the message-passing algorithm in the terminology of Gaussian elimination, we first need to divide the nodes {1, 2, . . . , |b|} in the forest into sets L{1}, L{2}, . . . , L{T }, where L{1} is an arbitrary node in graph G b selected to be the root node, L{2} is the set of all neighbours of the "root" node, L{3} is the set of all neighbours of the nodes in L{2} excluding parent nodes (nodes in L{1 : 2}), and so on until all nodes are assigned to a set (if the forest is made of disconnected trees, we'll need to do this for each tree). An example of this process is depicted in Figure 5 . Once these sets are initialized, we start with the nodes furthest from the root node L{T }, and carry out the row operations of Gaussian elimination moving towards the root. Then we use backward substitution to solve the systemÃx =c. We outline the full procedure in Algorithm 1. Whether or not message-passing is useful will depend on the sparsity pattern of A. For example, consider a quadratic function with a lattice-structured non-zero pattern as in Figure 3 . A classic fixed partitioning strategy for problems with this common structure is to use a "red-black ordering" (see Figure 3a) , where on each iteration we either update all of the red nodes or we update all of the black nodes. Choosing this Algorithm 1 Message Passing for a Tree Graph 1. Initialize: Input: vectorc, forest-structured matrixÃ, and levels L{1}, L{2}, . . . , L{T }.
# neighbours that are not parent node if J = ∅ # i corresponds to a leaf node continue # no updates else J ← N {i} # root node has no parent node
# only neighbour of leaf node is parent colouring makes the matrix A bb diagonal when we update the red nodes (and similarly for the black nodes), allowing us to solve (26) in linear time. So these blocks allow an optimal BCD update with a block size of n/2. We can generalize the red-black approach to arbitrary graphs by defining our blocks such that no two neighbours are in the same block (if our graph is very dense then the block sizes may need to be much smaller).
11 Red-black updating is suitable for parallelization but its convergence rate may be slow as the update does not capture any dependencies between the nodes of the same colour.
Diagonal matrices correspond to disconnected graphs, which are clearly forests (they have no edges). But message passing allows us to go beyond the red-black partitions, and update any forest-structured block in linear time. For example, the partition given in Figure 3b also has blocks of size n/2 but these blocks include dependencies. Our experiments indicate that such blocks make substantially more progress than using the red-black blocks or using smaller non-forest structured blocks. Further, we can extend these ideas to general graphs, where we could use any forest-structured partition of the nodes. However, the graph does require some level of sparsity if we want larger block sizes as otherwise the forests may be very small (in the extreme case of a complete graph, forests can have at most 2 nodes). The actual size of the largest possible forest is related to the graph colouring problem [23] .
Instead of fixed blocks, we can also consider forest-structured variable blocks. Here, instead of considering all blocks with cardinality τ as we have up to this point with variable blocks, we consider all blocks with a forest-structured induced subgraph. Thus, the block size may vary at each iteration but restricting to forests still leads to a linear-time update. As seen in Figure 3c , by allowing variable block sizes we can select a forest-structured block of size |b| ≈ 2n/3 in one iteration (black nodes) while still maintaining a linear-time update. If we sample random forests, then the convergence rate under this strategy is covered by the arbitrary sampling theory [74] . Also note that the maximum of the gradient norms over all forests defines a valid norm, so our analysis of Gauss-Southwell can be applied to this case.
Approximate Greedy Rules with Forest-Structured Blocks
Unfortunately, computing the Gauss-Southwell rule over forest-structured variable blocks is NP-hard, as we can reduce the 3-satisfiability problem to the problem of finding a maximum-weight forest [29] . However, we can approximate the greedy Gauss-Southwell rule over the set of trees using the following heuristic:
1. Initialize b k with the node i corresponding to the largest gradient, |∇ i f (x k )|.
2. Search for the node i with the largest gradient that is not part of b k and that maintains that b k is a forest.
3. If such a node is found, add it to b k and go back to step 2. Otherwise, stop.
Although this procedure does not yield the exact solution in general, it is appealing since (i) the procedure is efficient as it is easy to test whether adding a node maintains the forest property (see Appendix D), (ii) it outputs a forest so that the subsequent update is linear-time, (iii) we are guaranteed that the coordinate corresponding to the variable with the largest gradient is included in b k , and (iv) we cannot add any additional node to the final forest and still maintain the forest property. A similar heuristic can be used to approximate the GSD rule under the restriction from Section 4.1 or to generate a forest randomly.
Manifold Identification
In this section we consider optimization problems of the form arg min
where ∇f is Lipschitz-continuous and each g i only needs to be convex and lower semi-continuous (it may be non-smooth or infinite at some x i ). A classic example of a problem in this framework is optimization subject to non-negative constraints, arg min
where in this case g i is the indicator function on the non-negative orthant,
Another example that has received significant recent attention is the case of an L1-regularizer, arg min
where in this case g i = λ|x i |. Here, the L1-norm regularizer is used to encourage sparsity in the solution. A related problem is the group L1-regularization problem (6), where instead of being separable, g is blockseparable. Proximal gradient methods have become one of the default strategies for solving problem (27) , and a BCD variant of these methods has an update of the form
where for any block b and step-size α the proximal operator is defined by the separable optimization
We note that all variables not in block b stay at their existing values in the optimal solution to this problem.
In the special case of non-negative constraints like (28) the update in (30) is given by
where [β] + = max{0, β} projects onto the non-negative orthant. For L1-regularization problems (29) the update reduces to an element-wise soft-thresholding step,
which we have written as a gradient update followed by the soft-threshold operator.
Most of the issues discussed in the previous sections for smooth BCD methods carry over in a straightforward way to this proximal setting; we can still consider fixed or variable blocks, there exist matrix and Newton updates, and we can still consider cyclic, random, or greedy selection rules. One subtle issue is that there are many generalizations of the Gauss-Southwell rule to the proximal setting [61] . However, the GS-q rule defined by Tseng and Yun [91] seems to be the generalization of GS with the best theoretical properties. A GSL variant of this rule would take the form
where we assume that the gradient of f is L b -Lipschitz continuous with respect to block b. A generalization of the GS rule is obtained if we assume that the L b are equal across all blocks. It has been established that coordinate descent and BCD methods based on the update (30) for problem (27) obtain similar convergence rates to the case where we do not have a non-smooth term g [57, 76, 61] . The focus of this section is to show that the non-smoothness of g can actually lead to a faster convergence rate.
This idea dates back at least 40 years to the work of Bertsekas [3] 12 . For the case of non-negative constraints, he shows that the sparsity pattern of x k generated by the projected-gradient method matches the sparsity pattern of the solution x * for all sufficiently large k. Thus, after a finite number of iterations the projected-gradient method will "identify" the final set of non-zero variables. Once these values are identified, Bertsekas suggests that we can fix the zero-valued variables and apply an unconstrained Newton update to the set of non-zero variables to obtain superlinear convergence. Even without switching to a superlinearlyconvergent method, the convergence rate of the projected-gradient method can be faster once the set of non-zeroes is identified since it is effectively optimizing in the lower-dimensional space corresponding to the non-zero variables.
This idea of identifying a smooth "manifold" containing the solution x * has been generalized to allow polyhedral constraints [10] , general convex constraints [94] , and even non-convex constraints [33] . Similar results exist in the proximal gradient setting. For example, it has been shown that the proximal gradient method identifies the sparsity pattern in the solution of L1-regularized problems after a finite number of iterations [32] . The active-set identification property has also been shown for other algorithms like certain coordinate descent and stochastic gradient methods [53, 95, 45] . Specifically, Wright shows that BCD also has this manifold identification property for separable g [95] , provided that the coordinates are chosen in an essentially-cyclic way (or provided that we can simultaneously choose to update all variables that do not lie on the manifold). Wright also shows that superlinear convergence is possible if we use a Newton update on the manifold, assuming the Newton update does not leave the manifold.
In the next subsection, we present a manifold identification result for proximal coordinate descent for general separable g. We follow a similar argument to Bertsekas [3] , which yields a simple proof that holds for many possible selection rules including greedy rules (which may not be essentially-cyclic). Further, our argument leads to bounds on the active-set complexity of the method, which is the number of iterations required to reach the manifold [60] . As examples, we consider problems (28) and (29), and show explicit bounds for the active-set complexity. We subsequently show how to generalize this argument to cases like block updates and Newton updates. The latter naturally leads to superlinear convergence of greedy BCD methods when using variable blocks of size larger than the dimension of the manifold.
Manifold Identification for Separable g
Assume the subdifferential of g is nonempty for all x ∈ dom (g). By our separability assumption on g, the subdifferential of g can be expressed as the concatenation of the individual subdifferential of each g i , where the subdifferential of g i at any x i ∈ IR is defined by
12 A similar property was shown for proximal point methods in a more general setting around the same time, [78] .
This implies that the subdifferential of each g i is just an interval on the real line. In particular, the interior of the subdifferential of each g i at a non-differentiable point x i can be written as an open interval,
where l i ∈ IR∪{−∞} and u i ∈ IR∪{∞} (the ∞ values occur if x i is at its lower or upper bound, respectively). The active-set at a solution x * for a separable g is then defined by
is not a singleton}.
By (33) , the set Z includes indices i where x * i is equal to the lower bound on x i , is equal to the upper bound on x i , or occurs at a non-smooth value of g i . In our examples of non-negative constraints or L1-regularization, Z is the set of coordinates that are zero at the solution x * . With this definition, we can formally define the manifold identification property.
* for all i ∈ Z.
In order to prove the manifold identification property for the proximal coordinate descent method, in addition to assuming that ∇f is L-Lipschitz continuous, we require two assumptions. Our first assumption is that the iterates of the algorithm converge to a solution x * .
Assumption 1. The iterates of the proximal coordinate descent method converge to an optimal solution x * of problem (27) , that is
This assumption holds if f is strongly-convex and if we use cyclic or greedy selection (see Appendix E), but will also hold under a variety of other scenarios. Our second assumption is a nondegeneracy condition on the solution x * that the algorithm converges to. Below we write the standard nondegeneracy condition from the literature for our special of (27).
Assumption 2. We say that x * is a nondegenerate solution for problem (27) if it holds that
is not a singleton (g i is non-smooth at x * i ).
This condition states that −∇f (x * ) must be in the "relative interior" (see [9, Section 2.1.3]) of the subdifferential of g at the solution x * . In the case of the non-negative bound constrained problem (28), this requires that ∇ i f (x * ) > 0 for all variables i that are zero at the solution (x * i = 0). For the L1-regularization problem (29) , this requires that |∇ i f (x * )| < λ for all variables i that are zero at the solution.
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There are three results that we require in order to prove the manifold identification property. The first result follows directly from Assumption 1 and establishes that for any β > 0 there exists a finite iterationk such that the distance from the iterate x k to the solution x * for all iterations k ≥k is bounded above by β.
Lemma 1. Let Assumption 1 hold. For any β, there exists some minimum finitek such that
The second result we require is that for any i ∈ Z such that x k i = x * i , eventually coordinate i is selected at some finite iteration.
Lemma 2. Let Assumption 1 hold. If x k i = x * i for some i ∈ Z, then coordinate i will be selected by the proximal coordinate descent method after a finite number of iterations. 13 Note that |∇ i f (x * )| ≤ λ for all i with x * i = 0 follows from the optimality conditions, so this assumption simply rules out the case where |∇ i f (x * i )| = λ. We note that in this case the nondegeneracy condition is a strict complementarity condition [17] .
Proof. For eventual contradiction, suppose we did not select such an i after iteration k . Then for all k ≥ k we have that |x
By Assumption 1 the right-hand side is converging to 0, so it will eventually be less than |x k i − x * i | for some k ≥ k , contradicting the inequality. Thus after a finite number of iterations we must have that x k i = x k i , which can only be achieved by selecting i.
The third result we require is that once Lemma 1 is satisfied for some finitek and a particular β > 0, then for any coordinate i ∈ Z selected at some iteration k ≥k by the proximal coordinate descent method, we have x k i = x * i . We prove that this happens for a value β depending on a quantity δ defined by
which is the minimum distance to the nearest boundary of the subdifferential (33) among indices i ∈ Z.
Lemma 3. Consider problem (27) , where f is convex with L-Lipschitz continuous gradient and the g i are proper convex functions (not necessarily smooth). Let Assumptions 1 be satisfied and Assumption 2 be satisfied for the particular x * that the algorithm converges to. Then for any proximal coordinate descent method with a step-size of 1/L, if x k −x * ≤ δ/2L holds and i ∈ Z is selected at iteration k, then
Proof. The proof is identical to the case of proximal-gradient updates under the same step-size [60, Lemma 1], but restricting to the update of the single coordinate.
With the above results we next have the manifold identification property. Proof. Lemma 1 implies that the assumptions of Lemma 3 are eventually satisfied, and combining this with Lemma 2 we have our result.
Both problems (28) and (29) satisfy the manifold identification result. By the definition of δ in (35), we have that δ = min i∈Z {∇ i f (x * )} for problem (28) . We note that if δ = 0, then we may approach the manifold through the interior of the domain and the manifold may never be identified (this is the purpose of the nondegeneracy condition). For problem (29) , we have that δ = λ − max i∈Z {|∇ i f (x * )|} for problem (29) . From these results, we are able to define explicit bounds on the number of iterations required to reach the manifold, a new result that we explore in the next subsection.
Instead of using a step-size of 1/L, it is more common to use a bigger step-size of 1/L i within coordinate descent methods, where L i is the coordinate-wise Lipschitz constant. In this case, the results of Lemma 3 hold for β = δ/(L + L i ). This is a larger region since L i ≤ L, so with this standard step-size the iterates can move onto the manifold from further away and we expect to identify the manifold earlier. The argument can also be modified to use other step-size selection methods, provided that we can write the algorithm in terms of a step-size α k that is guaranteed to be bounded from below. While the above result considers single-coordinate updates, it can trivially be modified to show that BCD with gradient updates has the manifold identification property. The only change is that once x k − x * ≤ δ/2L, we have that
for all i ∈ b k ∩ Z. Thus, BCD methods can simultaneously move many variables onto the optimal manifold.
Active-Set Complexity
The manifold identification property of the previous section could also be shown using the more sophisticated tools used in related works [10, 33] . However, an appealing aspect of the simple argument is that it can be combined with non-asymptotic convergence rates of the iterates to bound the number of iterations required to reach the manifold. We call this the "active-set complexity" of the method, and have recently given bounds on the active-set complexity of proximal-gradient methods for strongly-convex objectives [60] . Here we use a similar analysis to bound the active-set complexity of BCD methods, which is complicated by the fact that not all coordinates are updated on each iteration. We will consider the active-set complexity in the case where f is strongly-convex and we use cyclic or greedy selection. This guarantees that
for some γ ≥ 0 and some κ ≥ 1 (see Appendix E, and we note that this type of rate also holds for a variety of other types of selection rules). By using that (1 − 1/κ) k ≤ exp(−k/κ), the linear convergence rate (36) implies the following result on how many iterations it will take to identify the active-set, and thus reach the manifold.
Theorem 4. Consider any method that achieves an iterate bound (36). For δ as defined in (35), we have
xk − x * ≤ δ/2L after at most κ log(2Lγ/δ) iterations. Further, we will identify the active-set after an additional t iterations, where t is the number of additional iterations required to select all suboptimal x i with i ∈ Z as part of some block.
The value of t depends on the selection rule we use. If we use cyclic selection we will require at most t = n additional iterations to select all suboptimal coordinates i ∈ Z and thus to reach the optimal manifold. To bound the active-set complexity for general rules like greedy rules, we cannot guarantee that all coordinates will be selected after n iterations once we are close to the solution. In the case of non-negative constraints, the number of additional iterations depends on a quantity we will call , which is the smallest non-zero variable xk i for i ∈ Z andk satisfying the first part of Theorem 4. It follows from (36) that we require at most κ log(γ/ ) iterations beyondk to select all non-zero i ∈ Z. Thus, the active-set complexity for greedy rules for problem (28) is bounded above by κ(log(2Lγ/δ) + log(γ/ )). Based on this bound, greedy rules (which yield a smaller κ) may identify the manifold more quickly than cyclic rules in cases where is large. However, if is very small then greedy rules may take a larger number of iterations to reach the manifold. 14 
Proximal-Newton Updates and Superlinear Convergence
Once we have identified the optimal manifold, we can think about switching from using the proximal BCD method to using an unconstrained optimizer on the coordinates i ∈ Z. The unconstrained optimizer can be a Newton update, and thus under the appropriate conditions can achieve superlinear convergence. However, a problem with such "2-phase" approaches is that we do not know the exact time at which we reach the optimal manifold. This can make the approach inefficient: if we start the second phase too early, then we sub-optimize over the wrong manifold, while if we start the second phase too late, then we waste iterations performing first-order updates when we should be using second-order updates. Wright proposes an interesting alternative where at each iteration we consider replacing the gradient proximal-BCD update with a Newton update on the current manifold [95] . This has the advantage that the manifold can continue to be updated, and that Newton updates are possible as soon as the optimal manifold has been identified. However, note that the dimension of the current manifold might be larger than the block size and the dimension of the optimal manifold, so this approach can significantly increase the iteration cost for some problems.
Rather than "switching" to an unconstrained Newton update, we can alternately take advantage of the superlinear converge of proximal-Newton updates [44] . For example, in this section we consider Newton proximal-BCD updates as in several recent works [73, 89, 26] . For a block b these updates have the form
where H k b is the matrix corresponding to block b at iteration k (which can be the sub-Hessian ∇ 2 bb f (x k )). As before if we set H k b = H b for some fixed matrix H b , then we can take α k = 1 if block b of f is 1-Lipschitz continuous in the H b -norm.
In the next section, we give a practical variant on proximal-Newton updates that also has the manifold identification property under standard assumptions 15 . An advantage of this approach is that the block size typically restricts the computational complexity of the Newton update (which we discuss further in the next sections). Further, superlinear convergence is possible in the scenario where the coordinates i ∈ Z are chosen as part of the block b k for all sufficiently large k. However, note that this superlinear scenario only occurs in the special case where we use a greedy rule with variable blocks and where the size of the blocks is at least as large as the dimension of the optimal manifold. With variable blocks, the GS-q and GSL-q rules (32) will no longer select coordinates i ∈ Z since their optimal d i value is zero when close to the solution and on the manifold. Thus, these rules will only select i ∈ Z once the manifold has been identified. 16 In contrast, we would not expect superlinear convergence for fixed blocks unless all i ∈ Z happen to be in the same partition. While we could show superlinear convergence of subsequences for random selection with variable blocks, the number of iterations between elements of the subsequence may be prohibitively large.
Practical Proximal-Newton Methods
A challenge with using the update (37) in general is that the optimization is non-quadratic (due to the g i terms) and non-separable (due to the H For example, for bound constrained problems we can apply two-metric projection (TMP) methods, which use a modified H k b and allow the computation of a (cheap) projection under the Euclidean norm [28] . This method splits the coordinates into an "active-" set and a "working-" set, where the active-set A for nonnegative constraints would be
for some small while the working-set W is the compliment of this set. So the active-set contains the coordinates corresponding to the variables that we expect to be zero while the working-set contains the coordinates corresponding to the variables that we expect to be unconstrained. The TMP method can subsequently use the update
This method performs a gradient update on the active-set and a Newton update on the working-set. Gafni and Bertsekas [28] show that this preserves many of the essential properties of projected-Newton methods like giving a descent direction, converging to a stationary point, and superlinear convergence if we identify the correct set of non-zero variables. Also note that for indices i ∈ Z, this eventually only takes gradient steps so our analysis of the previous section applies (it identifies the manifold in a finite number of iterations). As 15 A common variation of the proximal-Newton method solves (37) with α k = 1 and then sets x k+1 based on a search along the line segment between x k and this solution [84, 26] . This variation does not have the manifold identification property; only when the line search is on α k do we have this property. 16 A subtle issue is the case where d i = 0 in (32) but i ∈ Z. In such cases we can break ties by preferring coordinates i, where g i is differentiable so that the i ∈ Z are included.
opposed to solving the block-wise proximal-Newton update in (37) , in our experiments we explored simply using the TMP update applied to the block and found that it gave nearly identical performance.
TMP methods have also been generalized to settings like L1-regularization [84] and they can essentially be used for any separable g function. Another widely-used strategy is to inexactly solve (37) [84, 44, 26] . This has the advantage that it can still be used in the group L1-regularization setting or other group-separable settings.
Optimal Updates for Quadratic f and Piecewise-Linear g
Two of the most well-studied optimization problems in machine learning are the SVM and LASSO problems. The LASSO problem is given by an L1-regularized quadratic objective arg min
while the dual of the (non-smooth) SVM problem has the form of a bound-constrained quadratic objective arg min
for some matrix A (positive semi-definite in the SVM case), and regularization constants λ and γ. In both cases we typically expect the solution to be sparse, and identifying the optimal manifold has been shown to improve practical performance of BCD methods [38, 17] . Both problems have a set of g i that are piecewise-linear over their domain, implying that the they can be written as a maximum over univariate linear functions on the domain of each variable. Although we can still consider TMP or inexact proximal-Newton updates for these problems, this special structure actually allows us to compute the exact minimum with respect to a block (which is efficient when considering medium-sized blocks). Indeed, for SVM problems the idea of using exact updates in BCD methods dates back to the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) method [68] , which uses exact updates for blocks of size 2. In this section we consider methods that work for blocks of arbitrary size.
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While we could write the optimal update as a quadratic program, the special structure of the LASSO and SVM problems lends well to exact homotopy methods. These methods date back to Osborne et al. [63, 64] who proposed an exact homotopy method that solves the LASSO problem for all values of λ. This type of approach was later popularized under the name "least angle regression" (LARS) [21] . Since the solution path is piecewise-linear, given the output of a homotopy algorithm we can extract the exact solution for our given value of λ. Hastie et al. [34] derive an analogous homotopy method for SVMs, while Rosset and Zhu [80] derive a generic homotopy method for the case of piecewise-linear g i functions.
The cost of each iteration of a homotopy method on a problem with |b| variables is O(|b| 2 ). It is known that the worst-case runtime of these homotopy methods can be exponential [48] . However, the problems where this arises are somewhat unstable, and in practice the solution is typically obtained after a linear number of iterations. This gives a runtime in practice of O(|b| 3 ), which does not allow enormous blocks but does allow us to efficiently use block sizes in the hundreds or thousands. That being said, since these methods compute the exact block update, in the scenario where we previously had superlinear convergence, we now obtain finite convergence. That is, the algorithm will stop in a finite number of iterations with the exact solution provided that it has identified the optimal manifold, uses a greedy rule with variable blocks, and the block size is larger than the dimension of the manifold. This finite termination is also guaranteed under similar assumptions for TMP methods, and although TMP methods may make less progress per-iteration than exact updates, they may be a cheaper alternative to homotopy methods as the cost is explicitly restricted to O(|b| 3 ).
Numerical Experiments
We performed an extensive variety of experiments to evaluate the effects of the contributions listed in the previous sections. In this section we include several of these results that highlight some key trends we observed, and in each subsection below we explicitly list the insights we obtained from the experiment. We considered five datasets that evaluate the methods in a variety of scenarios:
A Least-squares with a sparse data matrix.
B Binary logistic regression with a sparse data matrix.
C 50-class logistic regression problem with a dense data matrix.
D Lattice-structured quadratic objective as in Section 5.
E Binary label propagation problem (sparse but unstructured quadratic).
For interested readers, we give the full details of these datasets in Appendix F where we have also included our full set of experiment results.
In our experiments we use the number of iterations as our measure of performance. This measure is far from perfect, especially when considering greedy methods, since it ignores the computational cost of each iteration. But this measure of performance provides an implementation-and problem-independent measure of performance. We seek an implementation-independent measure of performance since the actual runtimes of different methods will vary wildly across applications. However, it is typically easy to estimate the periteration runtime when considering a new problem. Thus, we hope that our quantification of what can be gained from more-expensive methods gives guidance to readers about whether the more-expensive methods will lead to a performance gain on their applications. In any case, we are careful to qualify all of our claims with warnings in cases where the iteration costs differ.
Greedy Rules with Gradient Updates
Our first experiment considers gradient updates with a step-size of 1/L b , and seeks to quantify the effect of using fixed blocks compared to variable blocks (Section 3.1) as well as the effect of using the new GSL rule (Section 3.2). In particular, we compare selecting the block using Cyclic, Random, Lipschitz (sampling the elements of the block proportional to L i ), GS, and GSL rules. For each of these rules we implemented a fixed block (FB) and variable block (VB) variant. For VB using Cyclic selection, we split a random permutation of the coordinates into equal-sized blocks and updated these blocks in order (followed by using another random permutation). To approximate the seemingly-intractable GSL rule with VB, we used the GSD rule (Section 3.4) using the SIRT-style approximation (23) from Section 4.1. We used the bounds in Appendix B to set the L b values. To construct the partition of the coordinates needed in the FB method, we sorted the coordinates according to their L i values then placed the largest L i values into the first block, the next set of largest in the second block, and so on.
We plot selected results in Figure 7 .1, while experiments on all datasets and with other block sizes are given in Appendix F.2. Overall, we observed the following trends:
• Greedy rules tend to outperform random and cyclic rules, particularly with small block sizes.
This difference is sometimes enormous, and this suggests we should prefer greedy rules when the greedy rules can be implemented with a similar cost to cyclic or random selection.
• The variance of the performance between the rules becomes smaller as the block size increases. This suggests that if we use very-large block sizes with gradient updates that we should prefer simple Cyclic or Random updates.
• VB can substantially outperform FB when using GS for certain problems. This is because FB are a subset of the VB, so we can make the progress bound better. Thus, we should prefer GS-VB for problems where this has a similar cost to GS-FB. We found this trend was reversed for random rules, where fixed blocks tended to perform better. We suspect this trend is due to the coupon collector problem: it takes FB fewer iterations than VB to select all variables at least once given that the sample size for FB is smaller.
• GSL consistently improved on the classic GS rule, and in some cases the new rule with FB even outperformed the GS rule with VB. Interestingly, the performance gain was larger in the block case than in the prior work looking at the single-coordinate case [61] .
In Appendix F.2 we repeat this experiment for the FB methods but using the approximation to L b discussed in Section 4.3. This sought to test whether this procedure, which may underestimate the true L b and thus use larger step-sizes, would improve performance. This experiment lead to some additional insights:
• Approximating L b was more effective as the block size increases. This makes sense, since with large block sizes there are more possible directions and we are unlikely to ever need to use a step-size as small as 1/L b for the global L b .
• Approximating L b is far more effective than using a loose bound. We have relatively-good bounds for all problems except Problem C. On this problem the Lipschitz approximation procedure was much more effective even for small block sizes.
This experiment suggests that we should prefer to use an approximation to L b (or an explicit line-search) when using gradient updates unless we have a tight approximation to the true L b and we are using a small block size. We also performed experiments with different block partitioning strategies for FB (see Appendix F.2). Although these experiments had some variability, we found that the block partitioning strategy did not make a large difference for cyclic and random rules. In contrast, when using greedy rules our sorting approach tended to outperform using random blocks or choosing the blocks to have similar average Lipschitz constants.
Greedy Rules with Matrix Updates
Our next experiment considers using matrix updates based on the matrices H b from Appendix B, and quantifies the effects of the GSQ and GSD rules introduced in Sections 3.3-3.4 as well the approximations to these introduced in Sections 4.1-4.2. In particular, for FB we consider the GS rule and the GSL rule (from the previous experiment), the GSD rule (using the diagonal matrices from Section 4.1 with D b,i = L i ), and the GSQ rule (which is optimal for the three quadratic objectives). For VB we consider the GS rule from the previous experiment as well as the GSD rule (using D b,i = L i ), and the GSQ rule using the approximation from Section 4.2 and 10 iterations of iterative hard thresholding. Other than switching to matrix updates and focusing on these greedy rules, we keep all other experimental factors the same. We plot selected results of doing this experiment in Figure 7 .2. These experiments showed the following interesting trends: • There is a larger advantage to VB with matrix updates. When using matrix updates, the basic GS-VB method outperformed even the most effective GSQ-FB rule for smaller block sizes.
• There is little advantage to GSD/GSQ with FB. Although the GSL rule consistently improved over the classic GS rule, we did not see any advantage to using the more-advanced GSD or GSQ rules when using FB.
• GSD outperformed GS with VB. Despite the use of a crude approximation to the GSD rule, the GSD rule consistently outperformed the classic GS rule.
• GSQ slightly outperformed GSD with VB and large blocks. Although the GSQ-VB rule performed the best across all experiments, the difference was more noticeable for large block sizes. However, this did not offset its high cost in any experiment. We also experimented with OMP instead of IHT, and found it gave a small improvement but the iterations were substantially more expensive.
Putting the above together, with matrix updates our experiments indicate that the GSL or GSD seem to both provide good performance for FB, while for VB the GSD rule should be preferred. We would only recommend using the GSQ rule in settings where we can use VB and where operations involving the objective f are much more expensive than running an IHT or OMP method. We performed experiments with different block partition strategies for FB, but found that when using matrix updates the partitioning strategy did not make a big difference for cyclic, random, or greedy rules. In Appendix F.3 we repeat this experiment for the non-quadratic objectives using the Newton direction and a backtracking line-search to set the step-size, as discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.6. For both datasets, the Newton updates resulted in a significant performance improvement over the matrix updates. This indicates that we should prefer classic Newton updates over the more recent matrix updates for non-quadratic objectives where computing the sub-block of the Hessian is tractable.
Message-Passing Updates
We next seek to quantify the effect of using message-passing to efficiently implement exact updates for quadratic functions, as discussed in Section 5. For this experiment, we focused on the lattice-structured dataset D and the unstructured but sparse dataset E. These are both quadratic objectives with high treewidth, but that allow us to find large forest-structured induced subgraphs. We compared the following strategies to choose the block: greedily choosing the best general unstructured blocks using GS (General), greedily choosing a tree using the algorithm of Section 5.1 (Greedy Tree), and growing a tree randomly using the same algorithm (Random Tree). For the lattice-structured dataset E, we also explored using red-black ordering (Red-Black) and using a fixed tree-structured partition as in Figure 3b (Tree Partitions). Since the cost of the exact update for tree-structured methods is O(n), for the unstructured blocks we chose a block size of b k = n 1/3 to make the costs comparable (since the exact solve is cubic in the block size for unstructured blocks).
We plot selected results of doing this experiment in Figure 7 .3. Here, we see that even the classic redblack ordering outperforms using general unstructured blocks (since we must use such small block sizes). The tree-structured blocks perform even better, and in the unstructured setting our greedy approximation of the GS rule under variable blocks outperforms the other strategies.
Proximal Updates
Our final experiment demonstrates the manifold identification and superlinear/finite convergence properties of the greedy BCD method as discussed in Section 6 for a sparse non-negative constrained L1-regularized least-squares problem using Dataset A. In particular, we compare the performance of a projected gradient update with L b step-size, a projected Newton (PN) solver with line search as discussed in Section 6.3 and the two-metric projection (TMP) update as discussed in Section 6.4 when using fixed (FB) and variable (VB) blocks of different sizes (|b| = 5, 50, 100). We use a regularization constant of λ = 50, 000 to encourage a high level of sparsity resulting in an optimal solution x * with 51 non-zero variables. In Figure 7 .4 we indicate active-set identification with a star and show that all approaches eventually identify the active-set. We see that TMP does as well as projected Newton for all block sizes and both do better than gradient updates. For a block size of 100, we get finite convergence using projected Newton and TMP updates. In Appendix F.4 we repeat this experiment for random block selection and show that for such a sparse problem multiple iterations are often required before progress is made due to the repetitive selection of variables that are already zero/active.
Discussion
In this work we focused on non-accelerated BCD methods. However, we expect that our conclusions are likely to also apply for accelerated BCD methods [24] . Similarly, while we focused on the setting of serial computation, we expect that our conclusions will give insight into developing more efficient parallel and distributed BCD methods [75] .
Although our experiments indicate that our choice of the diagonal matrices D within the GSD rule provides a consistent improvement, this choice is clearly sub-optimal. A future direction is to find a generic strategy to construct better diagonal matrices, and work on ESO methods could potentially be adapted for doing this [72] . This could be in the setting where we are given knowledge of the Lipschitz constants, but a more-interesting idea is to construct these matrices online as the algorithm runs.
The GSQ rule can be viewed as a greedy rule that incorporates more sophisticated second-order information than the simpler GS and GSL rules. In preliminary experiments, we also considered selection rules based on the cubic regularization bound. However, these did not seem to converge more quickly than the existing rules in our experiments, and it is not obvious how one could efficiently implement such second-order rules.
We focused on BCD methods that approximate the objective function at each step by globally bounding higher-order terms in a Taylor expansion. However, we would expect more progress if we could bound these locally in a suitably-larger neighbourhood of the current iteration. Alternately, note that bounding the Taylor expansion is not the only way to upper bound a function. For example, Khan [41] discusses a variety of strategies for bounding the binary logistic regression loss and indeed proves that other bounds are tighter than the Taylor expansion ("Bohning") bound that we use. It would be interesting to explore the convergence properties of BCD methods whose bounds do not come from a Taylor expansion.
While we focused on the case of trees, there are message-passing algorithms that allow graphs with cycles [79, 86] . The efficiency of these methods depends on the "treewidth" of the induced subgraph, where if the treewidth is small (as in trees) then the updates are efficient, and if the treewidth is large (as in fullyconnected graphs) then these do not provide an advantage. Treewidth is related to the notion of "chordal" graphs (trees are special cases of chordal graphs) and chordal embeddings which have been exploited for matrix problems like covariance estimation [16] and semidefinite programming [88, 93] . Considering "treewidth 2" or "treewidth 3" blocks would give more progress than our tree-based updates, although it is NP-hard to compute the treewidth of a general graph (but it is easy to upper-bound this quantity by simply choosing a random elimination order).
As opposed to structural constraints like requiring the graph to be a tree, it is now known that messagepassing algorithms can solve linear systems with other properties like diagonal dominance or "attractive" coefficients [49] . There also exist specialized linear-time solvers for Laplacian matrices [42] , and it would be interesting to explore BCD methods based on these structures. It would also be interesting to explore whether approximate message-passing algorithms which allow general graphs [49] can be used to improve optimization algorithms.
A Cost of Multi-Class Logistic Regression
The typical setting where we expect coordinate descent to outperform gradient descent is when the cost of one gradient descent iteration is similar to the cost of updating all variables via coordinate descent. It is well known that for the binary logistic regression objective, one of the most ubiquitous models in machine learning, coordinate descent with uniform random selection satisfies this property. We previously showed that this property is also satisfied for the GS rule in the case of logistic regression, provided that the data is sufficiently sparse [61] .
In this section we consider multi-class logistic regression. We first analyze the cost of gradient descent on this objective and how randomized coordinate descent is efficient for any sparsity level. Then we show that a high sparsity level is not sufficient for the GS rule to be efficient for this problem, but that it is efficient if we use a particular set of fixed blocks.
A.1 Cost of Gradient Descent
The likelihood for a single training example i with features a i ∈ IR d and a label b i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} is given by
, where x c is column c of our matrix of parameters X ∈ IR d×k (so the number of parameters n is dk). To maximize the likelihood over m independent and identically-distributed training examples we minimize the negative log-likelihood,
which is a convex function. The partial derivative of this objective with respect to a particular X jc is given by
where I is a 0/1 indicator variable and a ij is feature j for training example i. We use A to denote a matrix where row i is given by a The first step is the result of the matrix multiplication AX, so if A has z non-zeroes then this has a cost of O(zk) if we compute it using k matrix-vector multiplications. The second step costs O(mk), which under the reasonable assumption that m ≤ z (since each row usually has at least one non-zero) is also in O(zk). The third step is the result of a matrix multiplication of the form A T R for a (dense) m times k matrix R (whose elements have a constant-time cost to compute given the results of the first two steps), which also costs O(zk) giving a final cost of O(zk).
A.2 Cost of Randomized Coordinate Descent
Since there are n = dk variables, we want our coordinate descent iterations to be dk-times faster than the gradient descent cost of O(zk). Thus, we want to be able to implement coordinate descent iterations for a cost of O(z/d) (noting that we always expect z ≥ d since otherwise we could remove some columns of A that only have zeroes). The key to doing this for randomized coordinate descent is to track two quantities:
1. The values x T c a i for all i and c.
The values
Given these values we can compute the partial derivative in O(z/d) in expectation, because this is the expected number of non-zero values of a ij in the partial derivative sum (39) (A has z total non-zeroes and we are randomly choosing one of the d columns). Further, after updating a particular X jc we can update the above quantities for the same cost:
1. We need to update x T c a i for the particular c we chose for the examples i where a ij is non-zero for the chosen value of j. This requires an O(1) operation (subtract the old x jc a ij and add the new value) for each non-zero element of column j of A. Since A has z non-zeroes and d columns, the expected number of non-zeroes is z/d so this has a cost of O(z/d). Note that BCD is also efficient since if we update τ elements, the cost is O(zτ /d) by just applying the above logic τ times. In fact, step 2 and computing the final partial derivative has some redundant computation if we update multiple X jc with the same c, so we might have a small performance gain in the block case.
We need to update

A.3 Cost of Greedy Coordinate Descent (Arbitrary Blocks)
The cost of greedy coordinate descent is typically higher than randomized coordinate descent since we need to track all partial derivatives. However, consider the case where each row has at most z r non-zeroes and each column has at most z c non-zeroes. In this setting we previously showed that for binary logistic regression it is possible to track all partial derivatives for a cost of O(z r z c ), and that we can track the maximum gradient value at the cost of an additional logarithmic factor [61, Appendix A].
18 Thus, greedy coordinate selection has a similar cost to uniform selection when the sparsity pattern makes z r z c similar to z/d (as in the case of a grid-structured dependency graph like Figure 3) .
Unfortunately, having z r z c similar to z/d is not sufficient in the multi-class case. In particular, the cost of tracking all the partial derivatives after updating an X jc in the multi-class case can be broken down as follows:
1. We need to update x T c a i for the examples i where a ij is non-zero. Since there are at most z c non-zero values of a ij over all i the cost of this is O(z c ). 3. We need to update the partial derivatives ∂f /∂X jc for all j and c. Observe that each time we have a ij non-zero, we change the partial derivative with respect to all features j that are non-zero in the example i and we must update all classes c for these examples. Thus, for the O(z c ) examples with a non-zero feature j we need to update up to O(z r ) other features for that example and for each of these we need to update all k classes. This gives a cost of O(z r z c k).
We need to update
So while in the binary case we needed O(z r z c ) to be comparable to O(z/d) for greedy coordinate descent to be efficient, in the multi-class case we now need O(z r z c k) to be comparable to O(z/d) in the multi-class case. This means that not only do we need a high degree of sparsity but we also need the number of classes k to be small for greedy coordinate descent to be efficient.
A.4 Cost of Greedy Coordinate Descent (Fixed Blocks)
Greedy rules are more expensive in the multi-class case because whenever we change an individual variable X jc , it changes the partial derivative with respect to X j c for a set of j values and for all c . But we can improve the efficiency of greedy rules by using a special choice of fixed blocks that reduces the number of j values. In particular, BCD is more efficient for the multi-class case if we put X jc for all c into the same block. In other words, we ensure that each row of X is part of the same block so that we apply BCD to rows rather than in an unstructured way. Below we consider the cost of updating the needed quantities after changing an entire row of X jc values:
1. Since we are updating k elements, the cost of updating the x T c a i is k-times larger giving O(z c k) when we update a row. 3. Where we gain in computation is the cost of computing the changed values of the partial derivatives ∂f /∂X jc . As before, each time we have a ij non-zero for our particular row j, we change the partial derivative with respect to all other j for this example and with respect to each class c for these j . Thus, for the O(z c ) examples with a non-zero feature j we need to update up to O(z r ) other features for that example and for each of these we need to update all k classes. But since j is the same for each variable we update, we only have to do this once which gives us a cost of O(z r z c k).
So the cost to update a row of the matrix X is O(z r z c k), which is the same cost as only updating a single element. Considering the case of updating individual rows, this gives us d blocks so in order for BCD to be efficient it must be d-times faster than the gradient descent cost of O(zk). Thus, we need a cost of O(zk/d) per iteration. This is achieved if O(z r z c ) to be similar to O(z/d), which is the same condition we needed in the binary case.
B Blockwise Lipschitz Constants
In this section we show how to derive lower-bounds on the block-Lipschitz constants of the gradient and Hessian for several common problem settings. We will use that a twice-differentiable function has an LLipschitz continuous gradient if and only if the absolute eigenvalues of its Hessian are upper-bounded by L,
This implies that when considering blockwise constants we have
Thus, bounding the blockwise eigenvalues of the Hessian bounds the blockwise Lipschitz constants of the gradient. We also use that this equivalence extends to the case of general quadratic norms,
B.1 Quadratic Functions
Quadratic functions have the form
for a positive semi-definite matrix A and vector c. For all x the Hessian with respect to block b is given by the sub-matrix of A, ∇ 2 bb f (x) = A bb . Thus, we have that L b is given by the maximum eigenvalue of the submatrix, L b = A b (the operator norm of the submatrix). In the special case where b only contains a single element i, we have that L i is given by the absolute value of the diagonal element, L i = |A ii |. If we want to use a general quadratic norm we can simply take H b = A bb , which is cheaper to compute than the L b (since it does not require an eigenvalue calculation).
B.2 Least Squares
The least squares objective has the form
for a matrix A and vector c. This is a special case of a quadratic function, where the Hessian is given by 
B.3 Logistic Regression
The likelihood of a single example in a logistic regression model is given by
where each a i ∈ IR d and b i ∈ {−1, 1}. To maximize the likelihood over m examples (sampled independently) we minimize the negative log-likelihood,
Using A as a matrix where row i is given by a T i and defining h i (x) = p(b i |a i , x), we have that
The generalized inequality above is the binary version of the Bohning bound [8] . This bound can be derived by observing that h i (x) is in the range (0, 1), so the quantity h i (x)(1 − h i (x)) has an upper bound of 0. where 1 is a vector of ones while recall that k is the number of classes. Using this we have
As before we can take submatrices of this expression as our H b , and we can take eigenvalues of the submatrices as our L b . However, due to the 1/k factor we can actually obtain tighter bounds for sub-matrices of the Hessian that do not involve at least two of the classes. In particular, consider a sub-Hessian involving the variables only associated with k classes for k < k. In this case we can replace the k by k matrix (I − (1/k)11 T ) with the k by k matrix (I − (1/(k + 1))11 T ). The "+1" added to k in the second term effectively groups all the other classes (whose variables are fixed) into a single class (the "+1" is included in Bohning's original paper as he fixes x k = 0 and defines k to be one smaller than the number of classes). This means (for example) that we can take L j = 0.25
ij as in the binary case rather than the slightly-larger diagonal element 0.
ij in the matrix above.
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C Derivation of GSD Rule
In this section we derive a progress bound for twice-differentiable convex functions when we choose and update the block b k according to the GSD rule with D b,i = L i τ (where τ is the maximum block size). We start by using the Taylor series representation of f (x k+1 ) in terms of f (x k ) and some z between x k+1 and x k (keeping in mind that these only differ along coordinates in b k ),
where the first inequality follows from convexity of f which implies that ∇
is positive semi-definite and by Lemma 1 of Nesterov's coordinate descent paper [56] . The second inequality follows from the definition of τ and the third follows from the definition of L i . Now using our choice of D b,i = L i τ in the update we have for i ∈ b k that
The first equality uses that we are selecting b k using the GSD rule with D b,i = L i τ and the second inequality follows from the definition of of the mixed norm · B from Section 3.5 with H b = D b . This progress bound implies that the convergence rate results in that section also hold.
D Efficiently Testing the Forest Property
In this section we give a method to test whether adding a node to an existing forest maintains the forest property. In this setting our input is an undirected graph G and a set of nodes b whose induced subgraph G b forms a forest (has no cycles). Given a node i, we want to test whether adding i to b will maintain that the induced subgraph is acyclic. In this section we show how to do this in O(p), where p is the degree of the node i.
The method is based on the following simple observations:
• If the new node i introduces a cycle, then it must be part of the cycle. This follows because G b is assumed to be acyclic, so no cycles can exist that do not involve i.
• If i introduces a cycle, we can arbitrarily choose i to be the start and end point of the cycle.
• If the new node i has 1 or fewer neighbours in b, then it does not introduce a cycle. With no neighbours it clearly can not be part of a cycle. With one neighbour, we would have to traverse its one edge more than once to have it start and end a path.
• If the new node i has at least 2 neighbours in b that are part of the same tree, then i introduces a cycle. Specifically, we can construct a cycle as follows: we start at node i, go to one of its neighbours, follow a path through the tree to another one of its neighbours in the same tree (such a path exists because trees are connected by definition), and then return to node i.
• If the new node i has at least 2 neighbours in b but they are all in different trees, then i does not introduce a cycle. This is similar to the case where i has only one edge: any path that starts and ends at node i would have to traverse one of its edges more than once (because the disjoint trees are not connected to each other).
The above cases suggest that to determine whether adding node i to the forest b maintains the forest property, we only need to test whether node i is connected to two nodes that are part of the same tree in the existing forest. We can do this in O(p) using the following data structures:
1. For each of the n nodes, a list of the adjacent nodes in G.
2.
A set of n labels in {0, 1, 2, . . . , t}, where t is the number of trees in the existing forest. This number is set to 0 for nodes that are not in b, is set to 1 for nodes in the first tree, is set to 2 for nodes in the second tree, and so on.
Note that there is no ordering to the labels {1, 2, . . . , t}, each tree is just assigned an arbitrary number that we will use to determine if nodes are in the same tree. We can find all neighbours of node i in O(p) using the adjacency list, and we can count the number of neighbours in each tree in O(p) using the tree numbers. If this count is at least 2 for any tree then the node introduces a cycle, and otherwise it does not.
In the algorithm of Section 5.1, we also need to update the data structures after adding a node i to b that maintains the forest property. For this update we need to consider three scenarios:
• If the node i has one neighbour in b, we assign it the label of its neighbour.
• If the node i has no neighbours in b, we assign it the label (t + 1) since it forms a new tree.
• If the node i has multiple neighbours in b, we need to merge all the trees it is connected to.
The first two steps cost O(1), but a naive implementation of the third step would cost O(n) since we could need to re-label almost all of the nodes. Fortunately, we can reduce the cost of this merge step to O(p). This requires a relaxation of the condition that the labels represent disjoint trees. Instead, we only require that nodes with the same label are connected pieces of the same tree. This allows multiple labels to be associated with each tree, but using an extra data structure we can still determine if two labels are part of the same tree:
3. A list of t numbers, where element j gives the minimum node number in the tree that j is part of.
Thus, given the labels of two nodes we can determine whether they are part of the same tree in O(1) by checking whether their minimum node numbers agree. Given this data structure, the merge step is simple: we arbitrarily assign the new node i to one of its neighbours, we find the minimum node number among the p trees that need to be merged, and then we use this as the minimum node number for all p trees. This reduces the cost to O(p).
Giving that we can efficiently test the forest property in O(p) for a node with p neighbours, it follows that the total cost of the greedy algorithm from Section 5.1 is O(n log n + ||E|) given the gradient vector and adjacency lists. The O(n log n) factor comes from sorting the gradient values, and the number of edges |E| is 2 times the number of p values. If this cost is prohibitive, one could simply restrict the number of nodes that we consider adding the forest to reduce this time.
E Functions Bound Iterates under Strong-Convexity
Defining F (x) as F (x) = f (x) + g(x) in the "smooth plus separable non-smooth" setting of (27) , existing works on cyclic [2] and greedy selection [61] of i k within proximal coordinate descent methods imply that
for some ρ < 1 when f is strongly-convex. Note that strong-convexity of f implies strong-convexity of F , so we have that
where µ is the strong-convexity constant of f and s is any subgradient of F at x. Taking y = x k and x = x * we obtain that
which uses that 0 is in the sub-differential of F at x * . Thus we have that
which is the type of convergence rate we assume in Section 6.2 with γ =
F Full Experimental Results
In this section we first provide details on the datasets, and then we present our complete set of experimental results.
F.1 Datasets
We considered these five datasets:
A A least squares problem with a data matrix A ∈ IR m×n and target b ∈ IR m , arg min
We set A to be an m by n matrix with entries sampled from a N (0, 1) distribution (with m = 1000 and n = 10000). We then added 1 to each entry (to induce a dependency between columns), multiplied each column by a sample from N (0, 1) multiplied by ten (to induce different Lipschitz constants across the coordinates), and only kept each entry of A non-zero with probability 10 log(m)/m. We set b = Ax + e, where the entries of x and e were drawn from a N (0, 1) distribution.
B A binary logistic regression problem of the form arg min
We use the data matrix A from the previous dataset (setting row i of A to a T i ), and b i to be the sign of x T a i using the x used in the generating the previous dataset. We then flip the sign of each entry in b with probability 0.1 to make the dataset non-separable.
C A multi-class logistic regression problem of the form arg min
see (38) . We generate A as in the previous two cases. To generate the b i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} (with k = 50), we compute AX + E where the elements of the matrices X ∈ IR d×k and E ∈ IR m×k are sampled from a standard normal distribution. We then compute the maximum index in each row of that matrix as the class labels. D A label propagation problem of the form
where x is our label vector, S is the set of labels that we do know (these x i are in {−1, 1}), S is the set of labels that we do not know, and w ij ≥ 0 are the weights assigned to each x i describing how strongly we want the labels x i and x j to be similar. We set the non-zero pattern of the w ij so that the graph forms a 50 by 50 lattice-structure (setting the non-zero values to 10000). We labeled 200 points, leading to a problem with 2300 variables but where each variable has at most 4 neighbours in the graph.
E Another label propagation problem for semi-supervised learning in the 'two moons' dataset [99] . We generate 500 samples from this dataset, randomly label five points in the data, and connect each node to its five nearest neighbours (using w ij = 1). This results in a very sparse but unstructured graph.
F.2 Greedy Rules with Gradients Updates
In Figure F .2 we show the performance of the different methods from Section 7.1 on all five datasets with three different block sizes. In Figure F .2 we repeat the experiment but focusing only on the FB methods.
For each FB method, we plot the performance using our upper bounds on L b as the step-size (Lb) and using the Lipschitz approximation procedure from Section 4.3 (LA). Here we see the LA methods improves performance when using large block sizes and in cases where the global L b bound is not tight. Our third experiment also focused on the FB methods, but considered different ways to partition the variables into fixed blocks. We considered three approaches:
1. Order: just using the variables in their numerical order (which is similar to using a random order for dataset except Dataset D, where this method groups variables that adjacent in the lattice).
2. Avg: we compute the coordinate-wise Lipschitz constants L i , and place the largest L i with the smallest L i values so that the average L i values are similar across the blocks.
3. Sort: we sort the L i values and place the largest values together (and the smallest values together).
We compared many variations on cyclic/random/greedy rules with gradient or matrix updates. In the case of greedy rules with gradient updates, we found that the Sort method tended to perform the best while the Order method tended to perform the worst (see Figure F. 2). When using matrix updates or when using cyclic/randomized rules, we found that no partitioning strategy dominated other strategies.
F.3 Greedy Rules with Matrix and Newton Updates
In Figure F .3 we show the performance of the different methods from Section 7.2 on all five datasets with three different block sizes. In Figure F .3 we repeat this experiment on the two non-quadratic problems, using the Newton direction and a line-search rather than matrix updates. We see that using Newton's method significantly improves performance over matrix updates.
F.4 Proximal Updates using Random Selection
In Figure 7 .4 we compare the performance of a projected gradient update with L b step-size, a projected Newton (PN) solver with line search and the two-metric projection (TMP) update when using greedy selected fixed (FB) and variable (VB) blocks of different sizes (|b| = 5, 50, 100). In Figure F .4 we repeat this experiment using randomly selected blocks. We see that for such a sparse problem the random block selection rules suffer from selecting variables that are already zero/active, as seen by the step-like nature of the results. Iterations with 100-sized blocks Iterations with 100-sized blocks Iterations with 100-sized blocks 
